
Title  How Far We are for Building Sustainable and Self Esteemed CSO and the 
Local Leadership : Divisional Annual Workshop 

Timing  28 August to September 19, any day, maximum for 2 hours 
Form  Virtual and zoom software will be supplied 
Objectives  (i) Explain what the practical implication of sustainable and self-

esteemed CSO are. 
(ii) Explain what are the philosophy of CSO, and co – relation to our 

philosophy of our liberation war. 
(iii) Identify how far we have proceeded in this regard, and how we 

can proceed in this regard. 
(iv) Identify what are the role of our local leadership in this regard. 

Background Definition and philosophy of CSO and its relation to our liberation was 
philosophy. 
 
Impetus from Grand Bargain, Charter 4 Change and Principle of Partnership, 
What is our experiences in field. What are the spirit of Grand Bargain 2.0. 
 
Why we have the need of sustainable and self-esteemed CSO in Bangladesh. 
What are the options to proceed in this regard? Organizational approach vs 
Individual activist approach, merits and demerits of the approach. 
 
How ICT innovations and social media has given greater scope for 
mobilization in this regard. 
 
Role of leadership is inevitable, what are the major chrematistics of the 
leadership in this regard. 

Principles and 
values for 
campaign and also 
for this workshop. 

1. Positive relation  
2. Encouragement for greater unity 
3. No blame game. 
4. No one left behind, create space for alternative leadership. 
5. Relation will be on knowledge and philosophy. 
6. Maintain good relation with media. 
7. Try to forge unity with common min. principles. 
8. Positive relation with all political forces, but we will not be a part of 

any political forces. 
Step by steps 
preparation  

i. Prepared a list (name, organization, district, mobile, e mail id, 
column for communication check list)  

ii. Fix a date and time as convenient to all others. 
iii. Email letter to all date, time and zoom link to all divisional 

members. 
iv. Telephonic communication at least two time, last one just day 

before the workshop. 
Session plan Session 1: Introduction and ground rules 

Session 2: Philosophy of CSOs, why it is needed. 
Session 3: Contemporary commitments from international actors, how we 
can make them accountable. 
Session 4: Role of leadership and principles as outlined already. 
Session 5 : Action commitment from each of the participants and conclusion 
with patriotic song. 

Short news or 
report  

A short news or report will be prepared with at least one photo by the 
Divisional Coordinator for local media and for BDCSO website. 

Communication 
by division and 
central  

 

 


